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Ham Values Struggle Due to Larger Supply
& Trade Issues
Wholesale ham prices started out the year at 45 cents per pound, basis 23-27#
Trimmed Selected Hams quoted by USDA’s Agricultural Marketing Service
(AMS). This is the lowest ham price for the first week of the year since 2009.
The last time weekly ham prices were this low was early October 2016.
Seasonally, ham prices usually move higher as January progresses, then tend
to be about unchanged for the balance of the quarter. Last year was unusual as
priced trended lower after late January.
Ham prices last week were 21% lower than a year ago. Double-digit percentage
declines in ham prices year-over-year have been standard since May of last
year. The biggest decline (in percentage terms) was in July with a 28% drop.
Generally speaking, the declines in ham prices have been supportive of exports
and expanded domestic use. Ham prices in 2016 and 2017 averaged 64-65
cents per pound for an annual average. That value allowed domestic ham
consumption to increase by 1% per year, or stay steady on a per capita basis.
Ham domestic disappearance in 2018 (through October) was on pace to
increase by another one percent, but prices averaged 56 cents (for the entire
year, 57 cents for January-October), which is an unusually large price decline
for the sake of only a small gain in consumption.
Annually, pork production increased by 10% from 2013 through 2017 with
2014 being the only year of decline due to Porcine Epidemic Diarrhea (PED).
Ham production would be up by a similar amount based on stable yields of
ham as a component of the hog carcass. Pork production data for the first
eleven months of 2018 is up 3% from the same interval in 2017. The supply of
hams available to the domestic market was only up 1.2% during the JanuaryNovember interval. Exports and imports of hams into international trade have
moderated the availability of hams in the domestic market.

Data on U.S. ham exports in 2018 is only available through last October, due
to the partial government shutdown impact on Departments of Commerce and
Agriculture operations. Ham exports during the first ten months of the year
2019 Market Update
were up 10.5% from the same interval in 2017, on a volume basis. Ham
How Americans Are Eating exports were only slightly higher (+3.5%) in 2015 and 2016, but 2017 was up
13%. The biggest year-over-year increase in monthly ham exports during 2018
Tonight
came in April (probably in anticipation of the retaliatory trade sanctions by
U.S. Pork’s Long-term
Mexico), up 54% from the prior April. Since that time (May-Oct), hams
Sustainability Progress
shipped overseas have been up 6%. The negative impact of the retaliatory
Mexican trade sanctions has been on the U.S. price of hams.
National Swine Disease
Source: Livestock Marketing Information Center, www.lmic.info
Council
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CPPA Member News & Information
CPPA Board of Director Election Results
Congratulations to the following members who have been elected to
serve on the CPPA Board of Directors:
Rachelle Bailey-Tucker, Turlock
Caleb DeFreitas, Caruthers
Aaron Prinz, Davis
Allan Rios, Livingston
Heather Thomas, Sutter
The Board of Directors will be meeting on February 12th to elect new
officers and identify priorities for the coming year.

CPPA Participates in #HamsAcrossAmerica
In December, CPPA donated over 100
Smithfield hams to Corcoran Emergency
Aid.
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Ken Dyer, CPPA Treasurer (pictured)
delivered the delicious hams for families
in need over the holidays.
Pig farmers and those involved in the pork
industry were encouraged to extend
Giving Tuesday through December 23rd
with Hams Across America. Individuals and organizations
participated by purchasing a gift of ham and paying it forward to loved
ones and those in need.
#HamsAcrossAmerica #RealPigFarming

Pork Spectacular is June 21 - 23rd
This year’s Pork Spectacular will be held on June 21 – 23rd at the
Merced County Fairgrounds.
Show information and entry forms will be posted at www.calpork.com
in March 2019.

CPPA Annual Meeting & Banquet is June 22nd
Make plans to attend CPPA’s annual meeting and banquet on
Saturday, June 22nd at the Merced County Fairgrounds.
Details to be posted at www.calpork.com in March 2019.
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Your 2018 California Pork Checkoff Dollars at Work
Today’s Pork Checkoff is at work for California pork producers. These funds support efforts in advertising,
consumer information, retail and foodservice marketing, export market promotion, production improvement,
science and technology, swine health, pork safety and sustainability/environmental management. Below is a
list of this past year’s efforts.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

#HamsAcrossAmerica - Donated 0ver 100 Smithfield hams to Corcoran Emergency Aide
Big Fresno Fair Exhibitor Breakfast Sponsor
California Foundation for Agriculture in the Classroom - Farm to You Pork Activity Sheet
California Agriculture Day at the Capitol Participant
California Ag Teachers Association Conference Participant
California FFA Foundation Proficiency Award – Swine Production Entrepreneurship Award Sponsor
California State FFA Leadership Conference Participant
California State Fair Junior Swine Supreme Champion Award Sponsor
CPPA Annual Membership Meeting
CPPA Jr. Director Leadership Conference
CPPA Pork Spectacular Youth Skillathon & Team Building Activities
CPPA Pork Spectacular Banquet
Joint CPPA & National Pork Board Summer Social Media Grilling Campaign
Joint CPPA & National Pork Board Holiday Social Media Grilling Campaign
Los Angeles Dodgers Team Yearbook Half-Page BeInspired Advertisement
Marin County Fair Pork Cook-Off Primary Sponsor
Sacramento Capitol Farm-to-Fork Festival Participant
San Francisco Forty-Niners Team Yearbook Half-Page BeInspired Advertisement
U.S. Farmers and Ranchers Alliance Consumer Educational Efforts Sponsor
Visalia Convention Center Boots, Brews & Bacon Festival Bacon Eating Contest & VIP Bag Sponsor
CPPA provides promotion, research and education materials to 4-H clubs, FFA chapters, county farm
bureaus, members, and other stakeholders for promoting your California pork industry.

Are You Paying Your Pork Checkoff Share?
What is the Pork Checkoff rate? – U.S. pork producers and importers pay $0.40 per $100 of value when
pigs are sold and when pigs or pork products are brought into the United States.
When is the Pork Checkoff assessed? – Feeder pigs, market hogs and seedstock are the means by which
producers are assessed. For example, a feeder pig producer is assessed when the pig is sold for the first time. If
the animal is sold as a feeder pig a second time, there is no assessment. However, an assessment is collected on
the sale of the pig when the animal is sold as a market hog. The same producer is never assessed twice for the
same animal.
Who is responsible for collecting the funds? – Pig marketers, including packers and dealers, are
responsible for collecting assessments, except in the cases of seedstock and farm-to-farm sales, which are also
covered under the law. In the case of seedstock, the seller or breeder is required to remit funds in farm-to-farm
sales.
How is the National Pork Checkoff used? – The National Pork Board executes specific programs in the
areas of promotion, research and education. No funds may be used for lobbying or to influence government
policy.
To learn more, go to - www.pork.org/about.
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Pork Checkoff Benefits for Showpig Breeders and Seedstock Producers
Why Do I Pay the Pork Checkoff
as a Showpig Breeder and
Seedstock Producer?

Through valuable producer funding, the Pork
Checkoff is responsible for programs that
support consumer and producer information,
research into swine health and safety, and
marketing promotions. Specifically, these
national and state-focused projects support
advertising, consumer information, retail
and foodservice marketing, international
marketing and promotion, pig production
improvement, science and technology, swine
health, pork safety, sustainability and
environmental management.
The National Pork Board executes these
programs and offers assistance to all pork
producers and industry leaders. Here are a few
specific examples of how the National Pork Board
supports the industry’s showpig breeders and
seedstock producers.

Education:

The We Caresm initiative
launched in 2008 as a
joint effort of the National
Pork Board, National Pork
Producers Council and state

What is the Pork Checkoff rate?

U.S. pork producers and importers pay $0.40
per $100 of value when
pigs are sold and when pigs
or pork products are brought
into the United States.
organizations representing farmers. We Care is
a proactive, multifaceted initiative to promote
responsible practices in all areas of farming
and a commitment to continuously evaluate and
improve the six We Care ethical principles.
We Care showcases all producers responsibility
to food safety, animal well-being, worker safety,
community outreach, and protection of both the
environment and public health. Since animals
raised on showpig farms eventually enter the
food chain as commercial pigs, it is important
to understand the value in these principles. We
Care should encourage you to do what is best
for your animal and it is a promise to the public
that all pig farmers are committed to the pigs
they raise.
Pork Quality Assurance® Plus (PQA Plus®),
Transport Quality Assurance® (TQA®) and
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Youth for the Quality Care for Animals (YQCA)
– formally, Youth PQA – are three distinct
programs funded through the Pork Checkoff that
clearly demonstrate pig farmer commitment
to improve their farm. These programs and the
industry-defined Good Production Practices are
an example to
our packers,
foodservice,
retail
and other
consumer-facing audiences that pig farmers are
doing what’s right for the pork industry.
Besides these certification programs, the Pork
Checkoff has a team dedicated to providing
producers with tools and resources. These
resources include Safe Pig Handling, Employee
Care Toolkit, Emergency Action Plan, Employee
Safety Toolkit, Farm-Level Crisis Plan, Sow
Housing Management, among many others
located at pork.org/production/tools.
The Pork Checkoff, state associations and
universities help fund the U.S. Pork Center
of Excellence (USPCE). Within USPCE,
producers can benefit from their National
Swine Reproduction Guide. The Guide is a
digital management tool that is accessible on
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all devices. Producers can use this guide to

Insert
PorkCheckoffShowPigFlyer.pdf
combat reproduction
challenges in replacement
gilts, sows and semen quality. There are
more than 1,000 fact sheets and references
available developed by university, producer and
industry experts.

Mouth Disease. Learn more about SPS at
securepork.org. Take the first step in being
prepared by having an accurate and updated
Premises Identification Number (PIN), also
known as a PremID.
Additionally, USPCE provides students the ability
to gain further education through their Swine
Science Online Courses.

The Pork Checkoff works with the USDA,
universities and the private sector to fund
multiple research projects every year they can be
viewed at pork.org/research.

Research:

Promotion:

Research is a large and fundamental
component delivering value to producers
through continuous swine health improvement.
Research in transport biosecurity, transport
stress, sow productivity and diseases benefits
all pig farmers.
Additionally, the Secure Pork Supply (SPS)
program is a joint initiative to help producers
continue to operate in the event of a
foreign animal disease, such as Foot-and-

Nearly two-thirds of Pork Checkoff program
dollars are invested in marketing pork. Sharing
information on quality attributes of pork, proper
end-point cooking temperature and common
pork cut names helps build consumer confidence
and trust in the product we offer.

30 of the nation’s top college and university
foodservice operations. Working with schools
that operate their own dining halls, the team
teaches the culinary staff, student advisor
groups and foodservice directors all about pork.
They shares facts about pork’s sustainability
and social responsibility story, all of the cuts
that come from the pig and
how to cook pork in a way that
is relevant to how young adults
are eating today.
Promotion embodies
both domestic and international markets.
Internationally, more than 26 percent of U.S.
pork is exported. In 2017, U.S. pork reached
a record of 5.4 billion pounds (volume) and
$6.5 billion (value) sold. More than $53.47 of
producer benefit per pig comes from foreign
markets.
The Pork Checkoff is a continued supporter
of NJSA and Team Purebred.

The Domestic Marketing team shares
information through a network of the meat
industry’s packers/processors, retail and
foodservice providers, as well as more than

MISSION VISION VALUES
N AT I O N A L P O RK BO A RD

N AT I O N A L P O RK BO A RD

The National Pork Board
is the catalyst that
UNITES PORK PRODUCERS
WITH KEY STAKEHOLDERS
focused on
building a bright future
for the pork industry through
RESEARCH, PROMOTION
AND EDUCATION.

The National Pork Board
will ELEVATE U.S. PORK as the
global protein of choice
by continuously
and collaboratively
WORKING TO DO WHAT’S RIGHT
for people, pigs and the planet.

N AT I O N A L P O RK BO A RD

We value all diversity of opinion
and strive for collaboration.
We embrace the industry’s
We Caresm principles.

We do what’s right for people,
pigs and the planet.
We are proactive in defining
solutions for emerging challenges.
We are committed to continuous
improvement in all we do.

Detailed information about Checkoff programs and expenditures is available by contacting the National Pork Board and
requesting its publications and/or annual report. Information about the Pork Checkoff is available online at pork.org or by
calling the Producer Service Center at 1-800-456-7675.
©2018 National Pork Board, Des Moines, IA USA. This message funded by America’s Pork Checkoff Program.
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Legislative Update
King, House Ag Chairman Peterson Introduce Protect Interstate
Commerce Act (PICA)
Bipartisan legislation promotes free trade of Ag products between the States.
Congressman Steve King released the following statement after re-introducing HR 272, the Protect Interstate
Commerce Act of 2019 (PICA). King’s legislation was included in the House-passed version of the recently
enacted Farm Bill, and has passed the House on two separate occasions. PICA seeks to prevent states from
unconstitutionally engaging in the regulation of agricultural products lawfully produced or manufactured in
other states. House Agriculture Committee Chairman Collin Peterson, a Democrat serving Minnesota’s 7th
Congressional District, is an original cosponsor of King’s bipartisan PICA legislation.
“PICA ends California’s unconstitutional attempt to regulate agricultural goods produced lawfully in the other
49 states,” said King. “Since the Supreme Court has declined to quickly hear state-backed challenges to
unconstitutional laws like California’s Proposition 12, it is important that Congress address this issue with
urgency by passing PICA and providing our producers with certainty that their goods will continue to be sold in
the nation’s largest marketplace. Neither Iowa’s producers, nor the producers in the 48 other states that face
the prospect of a California-sales ban, should be held hostage to the demands of California’s Vegan Lobby and
California’s overreaching regulatory agencies.”
In November, voters in California adopted a ballot initiative called Proposition 12 that closes California’s
markets to eggs, pork, and veal produced in states that have not adopted California’s strict, costly, and
burdensome regulations. To make matters worse, Proposition 12 enforces a sales ban even if the agricultural
goods produced in another state were lawfully produced in compliance with applicable USDA standards,
and/or applicable health, safety, and welfare standards of the state in which the producers live and work.
Congressman King has long maintained that if it’s “good enough for the USDA, it’s good enough for the USA
and for the rest of the world.”
California’s attempt to regulate agriculture production in other states has earned vocal opposition from ag
groups such as the National Association of Egg Farmers, the Association of California Egg Farmers, the
National Pork Producers Council, and the California Pork Producers Association.

Supreme Court Won’t Consider Case Against States’ AG Restrictions
The U.S. Supreme Court has declined to hear consolidated cases brought by 16 state attorneys general against
California and Massachusetts laws that prohibit the sale of eggs from hens kept in housing that doesn’t meet
their standards regardless of which state they are raised. In declining the cases, the high court followed the
views of the U.S. Solicitor General that the issues raised in them aren’t “ripe” and should be heard first by at the
U.S. District Court level.
Massachusetts, for example, has yet to develop rules to implement the sales ban and animal housing standards
– both of which also apply to pork production – its voters approved in 2016. The attorneys general challenged
the states’ laws as violations of the U.S. Constitution’s Commerce Clause, which gives Congress the power to
regulate trade among the states. (Subsequent to the cases being filed, California voters approved an initiative in
November 2018 that would ban the sale of pork from hogs born to sows housed in gestation stalls anywhere in
the country.) NPPC, which opposed the California and Massachusetts measures, supported the lawsuits filed by
the attorneys general.

CALIFORNIA PORK PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION
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Legislative Update
EU Won’t Include Agriculture in Trade Talks with U.S.
The National Pork Producers Council said it cannot support a trade agreement between
the United States and the European Union that does not include agriculture, after the
European Commission today issued draft negotiating mandates to EU member states that doesn’t include talks
on agriculture.
“We are infuriated,” said NPPC President Jim Heimerl, a pork producer from Johnstown, Ohio. “The EU is one
of the most protected markets in the world for a lot of agricultural products, including pork. We are pleased
that the Trump administration has been resolute in its demand that agriculture be included in the talks.”
Agriculture has been included in all U.S. free trade agreements (FTAs), but agriculture often is wholly or
partially excluded from EU FTAs. Indeed, many trade lawyers believe that the EU’s trade deals do not comply
with World Trade Organization rules because they do not cover “substantially all trade.”
NPPC has been the leading voice among U.S. agricultural organizations on insisting that a trade deal between
the United States and the EU include agriculture and that it addresses the EU’s restrictive tariff and non-tariff
barriers to U.S. farm products. The organization and 52 other food and farm groups in mid-December sent a
letter to the Office of the U.S. Trade Representative, urging the Trump administration “to continue stressing to
[the EU] that only a truly comprehensive agreement will be acceptable to the Administration and, ultimately, to
the U.S. Congress.”
EU tariff and non-tariff barriers on pork limited U.S. pork exports to the second largest pork-consuming
market in the world to less than 4,000 metric tons in 2017. The United States sends more pork to countries
such as Chile, Costa Rica, El Salvador and Singapore than it does to the EU. According to Iowa State University
economist Dermot Hayes, opening the EU market to U.S. pork would result in billions of dollars in new exports
to Europe.
Because of the EU’s barriers, the United States had a trade deficit in food and agricultural goods of nearly $11
billion last year. That deficit was just $1.8 billion in 2000.
“If the EU wants to conclude a trade deal that will be approved by the U.S. Congress, it needs to negotiate on
agriculture,” Heimerl said.

NPPC Urges Administration to Eliminate Restrictions on Pork in Deal with UK
In comments submitted on Jan. 15th to the Office of the U.S. Trade Representative, NPPC told the Trump
administration that it’s critically important that the United States use trade negotiations with the United
Kingdom to ensure that U.S. pork products enter the U.K. duty free and not subject to the many European
Union sanitary phytosanitary (SPS) measures that currently restrict U.S. exports to the UK.
NPPC pointed out that it is among many U.S. agricultural producer and trade groups that would be unable to
support a free trade agreement with the United Kingdom that fails to remove regulatory barriers to agricultural
imports. In addition to eliminating SPS barriers, the organization said the U.K. should recognize the equivalence of
U.K. and U.S. production practices for pork and accept pork from all USDA-approved facilities.

2019 National Pork Industry Forum Approaching
The National Pork Industry Forum – NPPC annual business meeting – will be in held in Orlando, Fla., from
March 6-8. During the event, NPPC will elect new officers and members to its board of directors.
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Legislative Update
Call to Eat Less Meat Dubious, Irresponsible
The EAT-Lancet report issued on January 26th calling for drastic cuts in meat, dairy and
egg consumption to promote a healthier diet and to reduce greenhouse gas emissions
(GHGs) is based on dubious science and is irresponsible, said the National Pork Producers Council. While two
of the report’s concerns are sustainability and undernutrition, its radical recommendations would be
counterproductive to both.
There is ample scientific evidence supporting the nutritive value of meat, including pork, which has critical
vitamins and minerals, such as B12, Heme iron, zinc and potassium. These often are lacking in many diets,
particularly in developing countries.
As for sustainability, the U.S. animal agriculture sector is among the most environmentally friendly in the
world. A 2018 study from the University of Arkansas found that over the past 55-plus years, U.S. pork
producers have cut their land use by nearly 76 percent, water use by more than 25 percent and energy use by 7
percent; their carbon footprint today is almost 8 percent less than it was in 1960. The environmental
improvements were achieved while the production of pork more than doubled, increasing to 25 billion pounds
in 2017 from about 11 billion in 1960.
In fact, in its November 2006 environmental report Livestock’s Long Shadow, the U.N.’s Food and Agricultural
Organization (starting on Page 278) pointed to the U.S. livestock sector as a model of sustainability. While the
same report found livestock agriculture worldwide responsible for 18 percent of GHGs – later revised to 14
percent – U.S. agriculture accounts for less than 4 percent, with pork production being about one-third of 1
percent, according to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Additionally, about half of all livestock GHG
emissions resulted from worldwide deforestation, an activity that doesn’t take place in the United States.
“Modern U.S. livestock agriculture is a tremendous example of how the world can produce the nutritious, safe
food people need while contributing less GHGs per calorie of food,” said NPPC President Jim Heimerl, a pork
producer from Ohio. “The U.N. has said there are ‘limitations to emissions reductions in the agriculture sector
particularly because of … providing food for a global population that is expected to continue to grow’ and that
‘it would be reasonable to expect emissions reductions in terms of improvements in efficiency rather than
absolute reductions in GHG emissions.’
“To address sustainability and undernourishment,” Heimerl added, “maybe the report’s authors should call on
the European Union to drop its Draconian ‘precautionary principle’ that all-but prevents the use of new
technologies and modern production practices. It’s those kinds of restrictions that are forcing farmers around
the world to forego using scientifically proved technologies that produce more food and in a more
environmentally friendly way.”

NPPC Announces 2019 Priority Issues
As the 116th Congress commenced on Jan. 3, NPPC announced a full slate of priorities for 2019. Among them
are finalizing and starting new trade agreements; resolving ongoing trade disputes, including removing current
steel and aluminum tariffs; maintaining and expanding existing market access for U.S. pork; implementing the
2018 Farm Bill, including preventing and preparing for foreign animal diseases; and reforming the visa system
to provide agricultural employers with access to year-round labor.
A list of NPPC’s 2019 priorities can be accessed at http://nppc.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/NPPCPriority-2019-Issues-by-Type.pdf.
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Your participation in the Strategic Investment
Program allows the National Pork Producers
Council and state organizations to enhance and
defend your opportunities to compete at home
and abroad.

National Pork
Producers Council

Strategic
Investment
Program

Mandatory
Pork
Checkoff

Negotiate for fair trade (import/export)
Fight for reasonable legislation
Fight for reasonable regulation
Inform and educate legislators
Provide producers direct access to
lawmakers
Proactive issues management with media
Secure and guide industry research
funding
Enhance domestic and global demand
Provide producer information and
education
Funding

$0.10/$100

$0.40/$100

YOUR VOLUNTARY INVESTMENT IS NPPC’S PRIMARY SOURCE OF FUNDING;
CHECKOFF DOLLARS CANNOT BE USED FOR PUBLIC POLICY FUNDING.

The National Pork Producers
Council (NPPC) conducts
public policy outreach on
behalf of its 44 affiliated state
association members
enhancing opportunities for
the success of U.S. pork
producers and other industry
stakeholders by establishing
the U.S. pork industry as a
consistent and responsible
supplier of high quality pork
to the domestic and world
market.
NPPC is primarily funded
through the Strategic
Investment Program (SIP), a
voluntary producer
investment of $.10 per $100
of value that funds state and
national public policy and
regulatory programs on
behalf of U.S. pork
producers.
For more information on
NPPC, visit www.nppc.org

NPPC Programs
PorkPAC – The political action committee of NPPC. The mission is to educate and support candidates at the
state and federal levels.
Legislative Education Action Development Resource (LEADR) – If you’re not telling your story,
someone else will! Your voice is needed in the halls of your state capital and in Washington, D.C.
Pork Leadership Institute – The Pork Leadership Institute combines the National Pork Board’s leadership
program (Pork Leadership Academy) with the NPPC’s PLI.
Swine Veterinarians – The U.S. pork industry is under mounting criticism from opponents of modern farm
animal production methods.
Scholarships – The NPPC offers a number of scholarships for students intending to pursue a career in the
pork industry.
U.S. Farmers & Ranchers Alliance – The National Pork Producers Council is proud to serve as a board
participant on the U.S. Farmers & Ranchers Alliance (USFRA).
We Care – As a united group, pork producers adopted a formal set of ethical principles that outline the
industry’s values and define how producers represent the industry every day on farms across America.
WWW.CALPORK.COM • January/February 2019
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Strong First Year for California Antimicrobial Use
and Stewardship Program
The California Department of Food and Agriculture has completed its first year of full
implementation of SB-27, a law that created the Antimicrobial Use and Stewardship
Program (AUS), bringing all medically important antimicrobials used in livestock under veterinary oversight;
prohibiting their use for growth-promotion and limiting their use for disease prevention; providing resources
to veterinarians and livestock producers to implement antimicrobial stewardship plans; and initiating the
collection of antimicrobial use information and monitoring of trends of antimicrobial resistance in bacteria.
A mandated 2019 report recently delivered to the California Legislature describes how CDFA has developed
strong relationships with federal, state, and academic partners to gather meaningful data that will help
improve antimicrobial use decision-making and inform the development of antimicrobial stewardship
guidelines for California’s diverse livestock industries and producers. The report can be found at:
https://www.cdfa.ca.gov/ahfss/AUS/docs/CDFA_AUS_Report_2019.pdf
“California is paving the way to comprehensively understand current antimicrobial use and animal health in
livestock,” said CDFA Secretary Karen Ross. “Using the information we’re developing, California’s
veterinarians and livestock owners can identify the best ways to use antibiotics while preserving their
effectiveness for human and veterinary medicine.”
CDFA has utilized voluntary participation in data gathering efforts to engage livestock producers; create
program buy-in; and ensure that stewardship materials are evidence-based, meaningful, and practical for
California’s many different livestock industries. Using scientifically established methods as employed by other
research groups including in a publication by the Pew Research Center, CDFA is confident that data gathered
through AUS surveys accurately reflect the target population and provide sufficient information to evaluate
trends and inform future program efforts.
Moving forward in 2019, the AUS program will focus on analyzing and reporting the results of initial data
collection activities and developing scientifically valid resources for veterinarians and livestock owners as they
promote antimicrobial stewardship while protecting animal health and well-being.

NEW! CDFA Antimicrobial Stewardship Materials
The California Department of Food and Agriculture (CDFA) Antimicrobial Use & Stewardship (AUS) program
has developed new materials that highlight the principles of antimicrobial stewardship as well as guidelines for
the judicious use of antimicrobials.
The emergence of bacteria that are resistant to antimicrobials is a serious threat to animal health, human
health, and the planet.1-4 Physicians, veterinarians, livestock owners, companion animal owners, and the
general public all contribute in the One Health effort to fight against the development of antibiotic resistance
by incorporating antimicrobial stewardship into their day-to-day activities.
Antimicrobial Stewardship Plans aim to optimize patient health and improve antimicrobial drug use in order to
preserve the efficacy and ensure the availability of antimicrobials for years to come.
This information (and more) can be found on the new Antimicrobial Stewardship page. Relevant laws and
regulations can now be found on the new Federal & State Policy page.
To access the CDFA AUS website visit https://www.cdfa.ca.gov/ahfss/AUS/.
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U.S. Pork Industry Ends 2018 with Major Antibiotic Progress
America’s 60,000 pig farmers and their veterinarians ended 2018 with recognition of their diligence to use
medically important antibiotics in a strictly responsible way. The U.S. Food and Drug Administration’s (FDA)
newly published Annual Summary Report on Antimicrobials Sold or Distributed for Use in Food-Producing
Animals cites 2017 data that shows a 33 percent decline in this most critical class of antibiotics intended for use
in food animals. When added to the decline found in the 2016 data, it confirms a reduction of 43 percent in this
class of antibiotics from the 2015 level.
“This report is another indicator of the hard work that my fellow pig farmers have been doing to reduce the
need for antibiotics. We continue to work closely with our veterinarians to ensure that we use antibiotics
responsibly and according to FDA-approved labels,” said National Pork Board (NPB)President Steve
Rommereim, a pig farmer from Alcester, South Dakota. “We’re committed to using antibiotics in a strategic
way that focuses on animal health and well-being, as well as to protecting overall public health.”
Veterinarian Dave Pyburn, senior vice president of science and technology at the National Pork Board, says
that while the new report is not a perfect estimate of antibiotic use at the farm level, it clearly shows a
downward trend in antibiotic use intended for food animals. He also notes that this latest data reflects what
happened after the pork industry’s successful implementation in January 2017 of the Veterinary Feed
Directive, which banned the use of medically important antibiotics for growth-promotion use.
“It was a relatively smooth transition after the Veterinary Feed Directives went into effect,” Pyburn said.
“Thanks to well-planned and well-executed education programs implemented by the pork industry long before
that date, producers, veterinarians and allied industry personnel were prepared to modify their procedures.
This was a clear example of how the pork industry adapts to do their part in protecting antibiotics for human
and animal health. It’s simply the right thing to do.”
The FDA report shows that the overall usage of antibiotics in livestock is the lowest since the report began in
2009. According to the USDA’s National Agricultural Statistics reports, America’s pig farmers produced over
121 million market hogs in 2017 at an average weight of 282 pounds. This is an increase of 16 pounds per pig
since 2009, when production stood at roughly 113 million market hogs. Comparing these figures indicates that
today’s pig farmers are using far less antibiotics per pound of pork produced than ever before.
“When viewing this data with a scientific lens, I clearly see that America’s pig farmers are on the right track in
their antibiotic stewardship,” said public health veterinarian Heather Fowler, director of producer and public
health with the National Pork Board. “The industry is not complacent either. We’re proud of our ongoing
collaboration with some of the best researchers in the world develop antibiotic on-farm metrics. We are
working with diverse stakeholders to continually improve antibiotic stewardship for the health of people, pigs
and the planet.”
As an example of this cooperative approach to antibiotic stewardship, the NPB, along with the National Pork
Producers Council (NPPC), recently announced a partnership with the Farm Foundation, The Pew Charitable
Trusts and many others to introduce a comprehensive framework to strengthen antibiotic stewardship to
protect animal and public health. The stakeholders agree that the use of medically important antibiotics in all
settings, from human health care to livestock production, must be carefully managed to slow the emergence of
resistant bacteria and preserve the effectiveness of vital drugs. The framework defines effective stewardship,
outlines its core components and describes essential characteristics of effective stewardship programs,
including key performance measures.
In addition to the two pork groups, organizations that agree with the framework include: Elanco Animal
Health, Hormel Foods, Jennie-O Turkey Store, McDonald’s Corporation, National Milk Producers Federation,
National Turkey Federation, Smithfield Foods, Inc., Tyson Foods, Walmart Inc. and Zoetis.
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The 15 core components of the antibiotic stewardship framework are based on the importance of veterinary
guidance and partnership, disease prevention strategies and optimal treatment approaches, as well as effective
record keeping and a culture of continuous improvement and commitment to antibiotic stewardship. The
components address education, implementation and evaluation steps for phasing in stewardship programs.
The framework’s guiding principles are intended to help ensure that stewardship programs have a clear
scientific basis, are transparent, minimize the risk of unintended consequences, encourage alternatives to
antibiotics and focus on long-term sustainability.
“We will make continuous improvement in antibiotic stewardship through additional Checkoff-funded
antibiotic research and collaboration with those who share our objectives to protect animal and public health,”
Rommereim said. “We can make the U.S. pork industry even more sustainable into the future.”

New Year Brings Increased Focus on the U.S. Pork Industry’s We Care
Commitment
Building on the industry’s culture of continuous improvement
For decades, the U.S. pork industry has recognized the importance of advancing responsible
production practices to keep pace with the changing marketplace. During 2018, a We CareSM task force,
comprised of leaders from across the industry, was formed to provide guidance to the National Pork Board and
the National Pork Producers Council (NPPC) boards of directors on advancing the industry’s decade-long
commitment to the We Care ethical principles as the sustainability platform for U.S. pig production.
The task force sought to leverage producer efforts around the established ethical principles to grow demand,
increase consumer trust and confidence and minimize risk through strengthening industry commitment to We
Care. This allows pig farmers to meet customer and consumer expectations for transparency and proof of
responsible pork production at the local, state, national and international levels. The Pork Board and NPPC
boards approved the recommendation at meetings in November and December, respectively.

Future Forward
“Our commitment to the six We Care ethical principles of food safety, animal well-being, the environment,
public health, our people and our communities is stronger than it has ever been,” said Gene Noem, a Pork
Board member and co-chair of the We Care task force. “It remains our promise to our stakeholders and pork
consumers that we engage in and actively promote ethical and responsible practices from farm to fork.”
“Our We Care promise allows our industry to build on the culture of continuous improvement and provides
proof points that demonstrate our commitment to providing the safest, highest quality pork products in the
world,” said Jen Sorenson, NPPC Board member and co-chair of the We Care task force.
To demonstrate its increased commitment, the Pork Board recently signed a memorandum of understanding
with United Soybean Board and the National Corn Growers Association. The three organizations will cooperate
to conduct research directly related to environmental sustainability indicators of carbon (greenhouse gases),
water use, land use, water quality and soil health.
“It’s important for us to communicate our principles, practices and proof in a way that is clear and relevant to
those outside of the pork industry,” said Dr. Brett Kaysen, the Pork Checkoff’s assistant vice president of
sustainability. “As we enter a new year, we remain committed to We Care now more than ever and will
continue to validate our continuous improvement story with the proof that increases public trust.”
To learn more about the We Care program visit - www.pork.org/about/we-care.
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New Record for U.S. Pork in Korea; Growth in Japan, ASEAN
Also Bolster October Exports
Pork exports to South Korea continued to gain momentum in October (most recent data available), increasing
27 percent from a year ago in volume (19,588 mt) and 17 percent in value ($49.2 million). January-October
exports to Korea increased 41 percent in volume (191,610 mt) and 44 percent in value ($538.4 million) –
already topping the annual records set in 2011. Even as imports from all main suppliers have expanded this
year, U.S. share of Korea’s pork imports has increased significantly, rising from 36 to 39 percent.
October pork exports to leading value market Japan totaled 35,134 mt, up 8 percent from a year ago, while
export value climbed 9 percent to $146.6 million. This pushed January-October exports 2 percent ahead of last
year’s pace in volume (330,480 mt) and 3 percent higher in value ($1.36 billion). This included a slight
decrease in chilled pork volume (176,118 mt) while value was up 2 percent to $849 million. U.S. share of
Japan’s pork imports held close to 35 percent, down slightly from last year. But Japan imported a record
volume of ground seasoned pork from the European Union in October and U.S. share in that category has
dropped from 71 to 65 percent in 2018. Unfortunately, this trend is likely to continue with upcoming
implementation of the Japan-EU Economic Partnership Agreement and the Comprehensive and Progressive
Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership, which will reduce tariffs on all pork and phase the import duty on
ground seasoned pork to zero over the next six years.
Led by strong growth in the Philippines and Vietnam, October pork exports to the ASEAN region increased 91
percent in volume (9,009 mt) and 59 percent in value ($22 million). January-October exports increased 46
percent in volume (58,415 mt) and 33 percent in value ($145.5 million). This was fueled in part by a surge in
pork variety meat exports to the region, which more than doubled in both volume (24,090 mt, up 149 percent)
and value ($39 million, up 126 percent).

Other January-October results for U.S. pork exports include:
Pork exports to South America, led by strong growth in Colombia and Peru and a rebound in exports to Chile,
reached 106,444 mt – up 25 percent and already surpassing last year’s annual record. Export value was up 19
percent to $259.9 million.
Although October results slowed from a year ago, January-October exports to Central America still increased 17
percent in volume (66,428 mt) and 13 percent in value ($156.6 million). Exports increased to leading markets
Honduras and Guatemala and were sharply higher to Panama, El Salvador, Nicaragua and Costa Rica.
Exports to the Dominican Republic have already exceeded annual records in both volume (36,022 mt, up 36
percent) and value ($78.4 million, up 29 percent).
Exports to Australia were up 10 percent to 61,994 mt, with value climbing 8 percent to $178.8 million.
Australia is a critical market for U.S. hams, especially with retaliatory duties in place in Mexico and China.
Despite a fifth straight month in which pork shipments were below year-ago levels, exports to leading volume
market Mexico were still steady with last year’s record pace at 656,284 mt. But export value, pressured by the
retaliatory duties first imposed in June, declined by 9 percent to $1.12 billion.
Exports to China/Hong Kong declined 27 percent from a year ago to 302,151 mt, with value dropping 16
percent to $730 million. China/Hong Kong is the largest destination for pork variety meat exports, which were
down 28 percent in volume (194,472 mt) and 15 percent in value ($512.4 million).
Source: U.S. Meat Export Federation, www.usmef.org
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Hog Markets: Review and 2019 Price Outlook
There were fewer lightweight pigs reported than
expected in the latest Quarterly Hogs and Pigs report
(released December 20th) by USDA’s National
Agricultural Statistics Service (NASS). The number of
animals in the under 50 pounds weight category was
only 0.9% above a year earlier.
As of December 1, the number of market hogs increased
1.9% year-over-year. December-February farrowing
intentions were 2.5% above a year earlier, and
producers reported that they intend to farrow 1.5%
more sows during March-May of 2019 than in 2018.
Frozen pork tonnage in commercial facilities was
significantly less than expected as of November 30th (NASS released data on December 21st). Even though
U.S. pork production has been substantial, frozen stocks only increased by 1.0% compared to a year earlier.
For 2018, the Livestock Marketing Information Center (LMIC) recently projected U.S. commercial hog
slaughter at 124.4 million head, a year-over-year increase of 2.5%. Annual average carcass weight increased
slightly (up 0.2%). At 26.3 billion pounds, commercial pork production in 2018 was record-large and increased
2.9% compared to 2017’s. The LMIC projected (actual data were available for January-October) that calendar
year 2018 pork export tonnage was about 5.9 billion pounds (carcass weight equivalent, which excludes variety
meats). That would be an all-time high. U.S. per capita disappearance was estimated to be 50.7 pounds on a
retail weight basis, up less than one pound from 2017’s and the largest since 2007. The national base barrow
and gilt carcass price for 2018 was just below $64.50 per cwt. (slipping 8% from a year earlier), which was the
lowest since 2016’s.
This year (2019), the LMIC forecast is for U.S. pork production to increase year-over-year, reaching about 26.9
billion pounds. That would be a year-over-year increase of 2% to 3%. U.S. pork export tonnage (not including
variety meats) is forecast to be near 6.1 billion pounds. That number could be significantly higher or lower
depending largely on sales to China and Mexico. Per capita pork disappearance (retail weight) may be
unchanged compared to 2018’s (LMIC current forecast is 50.9 pounds). LMIC suggests that for the full year
hog prices will be close to 2018’s.
On a quarterly basis, prices this year may show a bit more seasonality than occurred in 2018. The first quarter
price could be below 2018’s (down about 7%). The second and third quarters could bring hog prices above
2018’s (up 2% to 5%), while the fourth quarter may show little year-over-year change.
Source: Livestock Marketing Information Center, www.lmic.info
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New Pork Board Research Reveals How Americans Are Eating
Tonight
National Pork Board Shares Key Opportunities for
Industry Innovation and Growth
The National Pork Board released the first report from its ambitious
and comprehensive Insight to Action research program. The report,
Dinner at Home in America, examines the contextual occasions in
which Americans are eating dinner in the home. The research
identifies areas of growth opportunity for pork, serving up a bold new
challenge to the pork industry: innovate or risk losing relevance with
today’s – and more importantly tomorrow’s – consumer.
“People live, shop and eat differently today. The pork industry has
tremendous momentum with consumers, and that can be leveraged further through innovation in product
development, bringing contemporary eating solutions to consumers,” said Jarrod Sutton, vice president of
Domestic Marketing for the National Pork Board. “This research helps us intimately understand the needs and
constraints that influence consumer dining choices, and provides a clear path for industry innovation that is
rooted in data.”
A First-Ever Research Approach for the Industry
Dinner at Home in America is the first of several reports the National Pork Board will publish in 2019 as part of
the Insight to Action research program. The research approach, which combines 10,000 interviews with
demographic and spending data to provide a comprehensive look at how U.S. consumers eat, is a first-ever for
the meat industry.
Altogether, the National Pork Board uncovered nine unique dining occasions, or needs states, happening in
homes on any given night of the week, ranging from solo dining to celebrating with extended family. During the
course of any week, the same person can experience multiple eating occasions as their needs throughout the
week change.
Sutton emphasizes this research is groundbreaking because it goes further to answer questions around what
people eat and why.
“We are looking at who is at the dinner table, but we move beyond that to pinpoint the varied dinner occasions
occurring every night,” he said. “With these insights, the industry can better understand the needs, behaviors
and influences for each dining occasion. Most importantly, the research identifies opportunities for the
industry to adapt and innovate.”
“Through its extensive research and analysis, the National Pork Board has curated provocative insights that the
U.S. pork industry can act upon to best position pork to consumers,” said Steve Rommereim, National Pork
Board president and a pig farmer from Alcester, South Dakota. “This is data that everyone at every step of the
pork supply chain can use to better meet consumer needs and grow their business.”
Actionable Insights to Drive Innovation
The Dinner at Home in America report provides the food industry a veritable roadmap for product innovation
and positioning. The research identifies opportunities to respond to changing consumer behaviors and drive
category growth in three areas:
•

Health: Educate consumers more effectively about the known health benefits, nutrient density and
protein content of fresh and packaged pork cuts.
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•

•

Simplicity and Ease: Innovate packaging and cuts to keep pace with evolving consumer needs and
demand for convenience best illustrated through portion size, precooked or pre-seasoned options, and
cooking and temperature directions.
Versatility: Create meal solutions with pork as a key ingredient, moving beyond the old school
thought of pork as a center-of-the-plate option only. Consumers seek diversity in their protein choice –
from tacos to sandwiches and pasta to casseroles.

“These insights have influenced a new marketing strategy for the Pork Checkoff designed to address key
perceptions about our product: tasty, healthy, easy, safe, and sustainable,” Sutton said. “The foundation for all
of this work is research and data first.”
For more information on the National Pork Board’s Insight to Action research, Dinner at Home in America
research, or to download the full report, visit pork.org/marketing.

Marketing Action Insight: Winning with Millennials
The millennial generation is vast and varied but requires specialization - how can pork meet
their needs?
Millennials perceive and purchase pork differently than the generations that came before them. They often
view meat, including pork, as unhealthy and complicated to prepare. As a result, their primary pork
consumption occurs while eating out or during holidays.
More popular among millennials than other age groups are pepperoni,
charcuterie and pulled pork. In terms of fresh pork, pork bellies are the
standout option, and millennials will spend, on average, $6 more per year
than baby boomers spend on this cut. Adding messaging to pork belly
packaging that educates millennials on how to prepare and use fresh
pork, including proper temperatures, can help them become more
comfortable with cooking pork and persuade them to try other cuts.
Life stage and ethnicity play important roles in how millennials consume
pork. Millennial Asians and Hispanics spend more of their grocery budget
on pork products than other millennials, particularly fresh pork — Asians
spend double what others do.
Millennials with kids buy more pork (both fresh and processed) than those without. Packaging or promotional
material that stresses how pork is easy to prepare and fits into a family routine is key to attracting and retaining
millennials as they become parents. Lower-income, rural males overindex on in-home pork consumption,
especially on less popular pork cuts like bellies, offal and steak.
Reinforcing pork as a budget-friendly option for young, growing families and lower-income individuals can
help retain these customers — 27 percent of millennials consider pork, especially pork chops, a budgetfriendly option, which is a higher share than among other age groups.
In the kitchen, millennials stand out for their use of marinades and sauces instead of seasoning for prep. They
cook pork on the stovetop more often than in the oven, and they are attracted to Asian and Mexican flavor
profiles. In line with their perception of meat as a complicated food, millennials don’t feel confident while
cooking; however, they do feel excited. Helping millennials learn how pork chops can be an easy-to-cook option
can help them conquer this cut and explore other cuts and preparations.
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New Study Shows U.S. Pork’s Long-term Sustainability
Progress
A new study from the University of Arkansas has confirmed what many have known for some time – America’s
pig farmers are producing a product that has become increasingly sustainable over the past five decades.
According to the new study, A Retrospective Assessment of U.S. Pork Production: 1960 to 2015, the inputs
needed to produce a pound of pork in the United States became more environmentally friendly over time.
Specifically, 75.9 percent less land was needed, 25.1 percent less water and 7.0 percent less energy. This also
resulted in a 7.7 percent smaller carbon footprint.
“The study confirms what we as producers have been doing to
make good on our ongoing commitment of doing what’s best for
people, pigs and the planet, which is at the heart of the
industry’s We CareSM ethical principles,” said Steve Rommereim,
National Pork Board president and a pig farmer from Alcester,
South Dakota. “It’s a great barometer of our environmental
stewardship over the years and gives us a solid benchmark for
future improvements.”
The Checkoff-funded study used a comprehensive life-cycle
assessment approach and used the best available methodology
along with a field-to-farm gate approach. This meant including
material and energy flows associated with the full supply chain,
beginning with extraction of raw materials through production
of live, market-weight pigs, including marketed sows. Unlike
previous studies, this research accounts for global warming
potential and the use of dried distillers grains in many swine rations.
“This report’s accurate methodology can clearly be seen when you see specific events, such as a sudden spike in
mortality rates due to a national disease outbreak, a drought or a change in feed rations,” said Dave Pyburn,
DVM, senior vice president of science and technology for the Pork Checkoff. “This level of accuracy offers a lot
of transparency on a yearly basis as to what may negatively affect certain sustainability metrics and could help
us find solutions to prevent or mitigate them in the future.”
As it has for decades, the U.S. pork industry will continue to make strides in overall efficiency, which is the
major driver behind improving sustainability across all metrics. This may come in terms of nutrition, genetics,
health management, crop management, overall technology adoption and more. This ongoing trend is clearly
seen in the new study. Feed conversion (pounds of feed needed for pound of pork gained) started at 4.5 in 1960
and ended at 2.8 in 2015 – a 38 percent improvement even while market hog weights went from 200 pounds to
281 pounds during the same period.
“Consumers may be surprised at how much progress America’s pig farmers have made in sustainability over
the years,” Rommereim said. “We not only want them to know that we’ve got a good track record, but that
we’re not satisfied with the status quo. We plan to use the information to produce an even more sustainable
product in the future.”
Because feedstuffs make up the biggest part of pork’s sustainability footprint, the National Pork Board recently
signed a memorandum of understanding on improving sustainability with the United Soybean Board and the
National Corn Growers Association. The three organizations will cooperate to conduct research directly related
to the environmental sustainability indicators of carbon (greenhouse gases), water use, land use, water quality
and soil health.
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New National Swine Disease Council Will Help Combat Foreign
Animal Disease
In 2013, when pork producers faced an outbreak of porcine epidemic diarrhea virus, or PEDV, the U.S. pork
industry put a renewed emphasis on farm biosecurity. Today, the U.S. pork industry has aligned its efforts to
reduce the risks from foreign animal disease (FAD) by creating the National Swine Disease Council (NSDC).
The council is comprised of key industry leaders from six distinct areas of swine science expertise. NSDC
leadership includes representatives from the National Pork Board, the National Pork Producers Council, the
North American Meat Institute, the Swine Health Information Center, the American Association of Swine
Veterinarians, and the U.S. Department of Agriculture, as well as state animal health officials.
“The biggest risk we face is any foreign animal disease entering the U.S.,” said Paul Sundberg, executive
director, Swine Health Information Center. “As an industry, we have decades of response experience and are
well prepared for any number of swine-specific diseases, however a new or emerging disease can threaten
animal health and welfare, as well as public health. While it is virtually impossible to prevent every disease
from entering the U.S., the formation of this council will allow us to respond even more quickly thereby
mitigating risk to herd health through fast action and response.”
A newly emerging disease can also disrupt U.S. pork exports and commerce, negatively impacting pork
producers and their businesses. The combined expertise of the participating organizations will center on rapid
response to diseases that threaten the U.S. pork industry.
“The National Pork Board is well positioned to respond having invested producer dollars over the past 30 years
to establish research priorities and response protocols,” said Dave Pyburn, Pork Checkoff senior vice president
of science and technology. “In the end, it comes down to producer awareness and education, which is our area
of expertise. We have outstanding programs in place and pig farmers are committed to on-farm biosecurity
procedures.” Additionally, 90 percent of farms have a Premises Identification Number, according to a
November 2018 producer survey.
Starting with the formation of the council and identification of member participants, the producers and their
organizations will turn their focus toward providing recommendations in collaboration with state and federal
animal health officials, and other industry stakeholders, to respond to emerging swine diseases. Any disease
could potentially threaten herd health and negatively affect the U.S. pork industry. This focus specifically
includes:
•

•

Recommending policies for emerging and foreign animal diseases and collaborating with animal health
officials, regulatory agencies, and stakeholders to increase understanding of disease and quick
response; and, most importantly,
Promoting acceptance of recommended actions throughout the U.S. pork industry.

The council will rely on subject matter experts to advise and inform on every aspect of disease management.
That may include forming short- and long-term project teams to make, review, and implement appropriate
recommendations.
“There has already been a significant amount of work done to identify and assess foreign and disease outbreaks
and non-regulatory disease outbreaks in the U.S.,” said Harry Snelson, American Association of Swine
Veterinarians. “But we can always improve coordination in assessing and responding. The NSDC will facilitate
that strategy.”
Rapid and effective response to disease outbreaks is the council’s top priority. Understanding what diseases
exist in the world and keeping them out of the country continues to be the most important task in terms of risk
management as those diseases pose a significant threat to U.S. pork production.
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